
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
NORTHERN LIGHTS U15 (72) vs MANLY BOMBERS (30) 
ROUND 10, 23/06/2019 
ROFE PARK 
 
Round 10 and our second match up for the year against the Bombers, this time at Rofe Park. With Connor and Josh 
still out injured, Rhys unwell and Spider unavailable, we were lucky to have Willis, Cam, Jack and Liam from the 
under 14’s.  

First Quarter 

For the second week in a row, The Lights were slow out of the block with the Bombers getting the ball into their 
forward half and quickly registering the first goal of the game. 

The midfield lifted immediately with Ethan competing well in the ruck, providing Kody, Damo and Tom with first use 
of the ball. The Lights gained the territorial advantage and consistent pressure resulted in a turnover and a Dan Kelly 
mark and goal. 

The Bombers hit back, driving the ball forward and getting the quick reply. 

The Lights responded with Bertie starting to impose himself on the game, Stix and Fraser were competing well across 
half forward and Jono leading up well out of the goal square. After some sustained pressure, Kody again showed his 
class roving and slotted a nice goal. 

The midfield was continuing to work hard both ways, and Cam and Nuts were providing great drive off the wings. 
The Lights third goal came from Pele Kelly, with another clean strike straight off the turf. 

At the end of the first quarter The Lights led 3.2.20 to 2.3.15. 

Second Quarter 

The second quarter and The Lights took control. With Ethan nullifying their ruckman, the midfield started to 
dominate the centre clearances with Damo, Tom, Noah and Kody all driving the ball well forward. 

The Bombers struggled to get the ball over the half forward line. The Rock was impassable and his last three games 
have been excellent, with his man on man battles and intercept marking a real highlight.  

Nugget and Jack “Chook” Fogden were not letting anything past and their drive off half back was outstanding. Will, 
Cam and Willis all took their turn across half back and continued to repel any forward thrusts that came their way 

Special K was providing a good target across half forward, and goals to Kody, Jono and Dan in the quarter saw The 
Lights put a nice gap on the scoreboard. 

At half time The Lights led 6.3.39 to 2,4,16 

Third Quarter: 

The bombers reset at half time and came out with renewed intensity. The backline continued to stand tall, with the 
Rock taking several intercepts and contested marks, including a very nice one hander for the crowd. Nugget, Chook 
and Will also continued to repel anything that came their way. 

Up forward, Jono continued to present and took a nice grab on the lead before kicking a great long-range goal.  

Bao, Willis and Cam were all working hard to ensure that the ball was locked in the forward half for long periods, 
after several missed opportunities, Bertie got on the board for his first of the day with a quick snap from in close. 

The Bombers hit back with a late goal and at the three-quarter time break, The Lights were up 8.8.56 to 3.6.24. 

Fourth Quarter: 



 

 

The Bombers came out in the fourth quarter and immediately lifted their intensity, resulting in the first goal and 
keeping their hopes alive. 

At the next centre clearance Damo moved the ball out of the middle and found Bertie running into space for a nice 
long-range goal on the run. 

Jack K was finding plenty of the ball across and with the work of Cam and Nuts across the wings was providing plenty 
of drive. With the ball deep in the forward line, Noah gathered the ground ball from a stoppage, strolled into an open 
goal and after a second attempt kicked the sealer from one metre out. 

When the final siren blew The Lights were victorious 10.12.72 to 4.6.30. 

 

 

Report by:   Coach Stuart Pauly 


